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WHEN MARJORIE GRIFFITHS LEARNS THAT HER HUSBAND HAS HAD A CLANDESTINE

MEETING WITH A YOUNG WOMAN IN A LOCAL MOTEL, SHE HIRES PRIVATE INQUIRY

AGENT, DICK HAMPTON, TO KEEP HIM UNDER SURVEILLANCE.When Hampton informs her

that her husband is in a room at the motel with the woman again, Marjorie hurries over there and,

when she sees her husband leave and drive away, she decides to confront the woman. And then

she vanishes, without a trace.When Marjorieâ€™s husband, Chuck, reports her missing, he

becomes an immediate suspect in her disappearance. He hires attorney Oliver Davies to advise

him, and Davies recommends Kane & Lucy to investigate Marjorieâ€™s mysterious disappearance.

But when traces of Marjorieâ€™s blood are found in the matrimonial home and in her abandoned

car, Chuck is arrested; and this is only the beginning of his nightmare, as demons from his past

return to threaten and even destroy him.
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I got this book FREE for an Honest Review, and I am going to be honest...The mystery itself was



good.It started off exciting, then it went flat for 13 chapters, In MY opinion, it had too many

repeats,too much rehashing the case and running through maybe it could be this way or maybe

itcould be that way and what ifs... between Lucy and Kane, then we had chapters of Lucy beingtold

how police work an investigation and how lawyers work with a client, and then someabout blood

analysis. None of this had to do with the actual case they were working, as faras getting anywhere

further on the case or finding clues. For the first 3 days they had the casethey really did nothing

except talk to another PI and talk to a Motel owner. Other than that they ateand rode their new

Bike.... so it made me want to skim pages...Around Chapter 14 things start taking shape and kept

my attention much better...It wrapped up nicely, and could have been much shorter but it was an ok

mystery. Predictableat some parts. It also had some missing words, and the quotation marks were

in the wrong placesometimes and missing totally other times. One example is on location 1857

Kindle version, butthere are many others before that one, I just did not write down the numbers.I did

like that the relationship between Lucy and Kane seemed to be more normal in this one.There

wasn't any bad language, and no sex... just a decent mystery.Happy reading...

You have to like Mark Kane & his assistant, Lucy. He is a knowledgeable PI, she a PI in the making.

They work off of each other in mindset & temperament. They work respecting & enjoying each

other.I enjoy a good mystery, more mystery than "blood & guts." John Hemmings knows how to give

you enough mystery to make it interesting, enough information to keep you, the reader interested.A

Tangled Web is a good mystery read. Enjoy.

An apparent kidnapping or is it murder? A husband is seen with a young woman at a motel, the wife

disappears. Ransom demands made, threats given. Is it real or a scam? Kane and Lucy again

involved in a new case. The interactions in this one were not as snappy as previous books but still

entertaining. For lovers of mysteries with partners and sharp women, this is a good read. I received

this book free in exchange for an honest review.

Loved it, but then I like detective stories. The coupling of a man and woman detective involves any

reader. The mystery is intricate and twists in delightful ways. At first, the reading is dry to introduce

the players involved, then it gradually picks up the pace until you can't put it down.

I thought your story about Marjorie's disappearance was exciting. Although her husband seemed

obvious at being the guilty, I was happy to see Mark and Lucy work out the solution. I enjoyed all the



characters in this story and I look forward to reading more of your work.

This series is very fun to read. I enjoy being able to just lose myself in a mystery book and the Mark

Kane books have been perfect for this. I grew up with the Hardy Boys/Nancy Drew mysteries along

with Agatha Christie and truly enjoy following these detective series! Can't wait for Book Eight!

In the first book I didn't like Kane ..I thought he was a chauvinist..liked him a little better in

second..am really beginning to appreciate him..love the interaction with Lucy ..Will read more of this

series..I was given this book in advance for an honest review.

Many twists and turns. The mystery gets mixed up so often, it keeps the reader in suspense at all

times. I love the roll of the assistant as she learns and uses her quick wit and impresses the

detective. She will grow in future novels. I will highly recommend this to all my Phillip Marlow friends.
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